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BACKGROUND/DISCUSSION 
 On July 17, 2017, President Abbott appointed a 13 member task force to take an in depth 

look at whether moving the University of South Dakota Law School to Sioux Falls would 
enhance student recruitment efforts. The committee was chaired by Representative Mark 
Mickelson, Speaker of the SD House of Representatives, and vice-chaired by Harvey 
Jewett, Regent Emeritus. Other members serving on the task force are:  

• Conrad Adam, South Dakota Board of Regents 
• John Bastian, South Dakota Board of Regents 
• David Gilbertson, Chief Justice, SD Supreme Court 
• Julie Greenfield, Attorney, Gallardo Trust Company 
• Glen Herrick, EVP and CFO, Meta Financial Group 
• Christine Hutton, Professor, USD School of Law 
• Mark Meierhenry, Attorney, Meierhenry Sargent, LLP 
• Bob Morris, Attorney, Morris Law Firm 
• Morgan Nelson, USD Law Student, President USD Student Bar Association 
• Jennifer Trucano, CEO, Rapid City Medical Center 
• Nate Welch, Executive Director, Vermillion Chamber and Development Company  

The Task Force conducted three public meetings:  
• August 7, 2017 – USD in Vermillion 
• September, 6, 2017 – SD School for the Deaf in Sioux Falls 
• October 6, 2017 – USD in Vermillion  

 
Mike Spivey of Spivey Consulting Group was retained to assist in the process and tasked 
with providing the official report of the task force’s recommendations. That 
recommendation report is attached.   
 
Discussion topics at the public meetings included, but were not limited to: current financial 
conditions of the law school; historical data; industry trends; importance of the law school 
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to the state of South Dakota; consideration factors of moving to Sioux Falls; past, current 
and future enrollment; bar exam passage rates; accreditation consideration and concerns; 
student and faculty input; and public testimony.  

  
IMPACT AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

During the final meeting, the task force voted on several recommendations.  
 
1) Remain in Vermillion, but expand classes to Sioux Falls and add online options. No 

buildout costs for Sioux Falls or physical improvements for Vermillion were included: 
Vote was 9 yes, 4 no.  

2) $600,000 in total additional funding ($300,000 reallocation from BOR and $300,000 
from a new state appropriation) to support enhanced student outreach, admissions 
outreach, and programming, and to broaden and modernize the curriculum and fund 
the certificate and other programming in Sioux Falls: vote was 12 yes, 0 no, 1 absent.  

3) Secure funding for 15 full scholarships to improve the diversity and quality (LSAT and 
GPA) of the student body: vote was 13 yes, 0 no.  

4) Ask the Board of Regents for the authority to offer resident tuition rates to non-resident 
students using parameters to be determined by the Law School Advisory Council (to 
be established): vote was 7 yes, 4 no, 2 abstaining. (no funding mechanism was 
suggested with this recommendation)  

 
Additionally, the task force noted the projected law school structural deficit but did not 
discuss options for addressing the issue.   
 
Spivey Consulting Group (SCG) does not see a need to break apart the university and move 
the law school to Sioux Falls. They found that the move would create more problems than 
positive outcomes and the task force agreed with that assessment.  
 
SCG noted that few of the challenges faced by the USD School of Law are unique to the 
school, but rather are challenges faced throughout the market. SCG believes the school 
needs to be modernized and marketed as South Dakota’s Law School and focused on 
recruiting, admitting, matriculating and graduating the next leaders of the state. “Adding 
competitive scholarships and in-state tuition for out-of-state residents, modernizing the 
curriculum by opening a clinic across growing legal areas in Sioux Falls, enhancing the 
current facility space and upgrading aspects of the building, marketing the school with new 
platforms and initiatives, and adding a new admissions staff member the school will 
improve the inputs (quality of incoming students), throughout (the experience of students), 
and output (bar passage rate and job outcomes) of the USD Law graduates.”  
 

ATTACHMENTS 
  

Attachment I – University of South Dakota School of Law: Report of Law School 
Relocation Task Force    
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I.     Executive Summary  
 
In submission of this report, The Spivey Consulting Group (SCG) has been charged with externally  and 
objectively  assessing whether moving the  University  of South Dakota School of Law (South Dakota Law)  law 
school facility  off-campus from Vermillion to Sioux Falls would offer a higher than investment rate  of return 
for high quality student  application and matriculation volume,  as well as yield a higher ROI for law school 
students. This charge  also relates to the  three  accreditation concerns of the  law school, namely financial 
stability, incoming student  credentials, and bar exam passage rates. The  primary vectors at  which SCG looked, 
then, in its assessment  and recommendation were  whether a move  would: 

1. Be feasible 
2. Increase  the  quantity  and quality of the applicant and matriculant pool relative to the  cost  and versus 

other possible options 
3. Enhance the  student  ROI 

 
SCG has a combined over 100 years of experience  in law school administration, career services, and 
admissions and has consulted or is currently consulting for twelve  law schools. The primary consultant  for 
this engagement  is Mike Spivey, although numerous SCG partners and experts were  utilized. Mike has over 
20 years of law school administration, admissions, and consulting experience at the  Vanderbilt Law School, 
Washington University in St. Louis Law School, Colorado Law, and as the Founding Partner of The Spivey 
Consulting Group. 
 
 
II.     Feasibility 
 
Building and opening a new building in Sioux Falls would be a massive financial undertaking. Below are just 
four examples of the costs associated with law  schools that have recently  constructed new  facilities: 

● University  of Utah S.J. Quinney College of Law: $60.5 million  (opened 2015) 1

● American University  Washington College of Law: $130 million  (opened 2016) 2

● University  of Baltimore School of Law: $119 million  (opened 2013) 3

● Syracuse  University  College of Law: $90 million  (opened 2014) 4

Note  that  later in this report  we  will look at the  admissions statistics of each school before  and after the  new 
buildings were opened.  

Beyond the  numbers, the associated costs are  not the  only reason Spivey Consulting Group made its “hybrid” 
recommendation. There  has also been considerable negative  media attention for schools that  have built new 
buildings, far too many to even start  to list. We  include just two examples:  

1 Source: Salt  Lake Tribune 
2 Source: American University 
3 Source: Chronicle  of Higher Education 
4 Source: Syracuse  Post-Standard 
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http://archive.sltrib.com/article.php?id=53684377&itype=CMSI
http://www.american.edu/americantoday/campus-news/20120425au-new-construction.cfm
http://www.chronicle.com/blogs/buildings/new-building-aims-to-draw-students-to-u-of-baltimore-law-school/32767
http://www.syracuse.com/news/index.ssf/2014/09/see_syracuse_universitys_new_90_million_law_school_building_dineen_hall.html


_______________________ 

“Maybe instead of investing in new  campuses, American should invest in new career services officers 
so that its diverse  students can get  some diverse jobs.” (Above The Law) 

“So, with declining enrollment  and mind boggling tuition costs — already up approximately 200% 
during the past 20 years with no discernible  change in ‘product’ and a declining average 
return-on-investment  for students — why  build now? Add to that a nationwide decline  in 
applications and enrollment, dismal job market, other career opportunities that  require neither the 
financial nor time commitment  of law school, and a legal marketplace slashing graduate hiring 
because  they  are not ‘market ready’ (translation: clients now  refuse to subsidize law firm 
‘on-the-job-training’). One  more time  with feeling: why  are law schools building dazzling new 
homes?” (Big Law Business) 

Nor are facilities an integral component  of law school application and matriculation decision-making. For 
example, in a recent  survey conducted by  Spivey Consulting of 197 current and recent  law school applicants, 
respondents were  asked to rate  the  importance  of 14 different factors in the  decision of where  to attend law 
school. In that survey, “facilities” had the  lowest  number of respondents rating it a “5” in importance on a 
scale  of 1 to 5. The following graph shows a comparison of the various factors based on the percentage  of 
respondents who ranked them as a 4 or a 5 in importance: 

 

Note  that  just 27.6% of respondents rated facilities a 4 or a 5. In comparison, 69.9% of respondents ranked 
availability of scholarships and financial aid as a 4 or a 5. 

Benchmarks: Recent Newly Constructed Law School Buildings 
 
These  surveys play out with real life  numbers. We noted four schools earlier when we  presented the  costs 
associated with these  new  buildings; what happened with admissions after each was completed? 

First, the  University  of Utah. Despite opening its new  $60 million building in 2015, the law school has seen 
continuous application decreases: 
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https://abovethelaw.com/2014/03/the-annual-parade-of-law-deans-butthurt-over-u-s-news/
https://biglawbusiness.com/law-school-building-boom-really/


_______________________ 

 

American University  has experienced a similar decline  in admissions:

 

As has the University  of Baltimore: 

 

And lastly, Syracuse, which opened its new  law building in 2014, actually saw an immediate decrease  in 
admissions in the year following, after which they  saw a return to high application numbers. 
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None of this is to say that  the  new  buildings caused a decrease  in applications – rather, that  these  schools 
experienced the  same declining applications that  were  being seen by  law schools nationwide, and that  their 
efforts to attract  new  students using a location change  or new building did not succeed in reversing this trend. 

Finally, rental classrooms are  available in Sioux Falls both at the  University  Center and at  the  School for the 
Deaf. As per Dean Geu, renting 2,400 square feet  at the  University  Center would cost  an estimated 
$28,800/year, at $12 per square foot. To rent/lease  a facility  would, by our estimation, be tantamount to 
downgrading the current  building (neither of these  buildings noted are equipped to operate  a full functional 
law school buildings) while  still having to incur the burdens and bipolarization of moving the law school 
off-campus. 

Looking at the  broader picture, the  downturn in South Dakota Law applicants and enrollment is part of 
sustained nationwide  trends and would not be remedied by  moving the school or building an expensive 
facility. Having consulted for numerous other law  schools and with ample nationwide  data, what  we  see  in the 
world of law school admissions and legal employment points to the  fact  that  South Dakota Law is part of a 
broader problem but one that  has been addressed by  other schools with more  cost  efficient  and beneficial 
strategic  maneuvering. 

 

III.     Increasing Applicant Quality and Quantity and Enhancing  Student  ROI 
 
South Dakota Law has had difficulty in admissions, admitting a smaller class size with lower standards (i.e. 
LSAT scores and GPAs). But this has little, or nothing, to do with the  facility  and location. In part, it is the 
result  of a nationwide trend in admissions: 
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But there  is good news on the horizon. For starters SCG is projecting a significant increase  in admissions this 
year. Now, more  than ever, is the  time  to present  cutting-edge  changes in curriculum and be strategic  about 
attracting prospective  students from the  new  larger applicant pool . South Dakota Law’s solution is not to 5

move to Sioux Falls and construct  a new building; rather, it is to update the  curriculum and tackle  admissions 
and recruiting in a strategic  way. 

This approach has proven far more successful in our many years of law school administration experience. To 
offer one example, we  consulted for the  University  of Florida Levin College of Law in 2015 and 2016 and 
encouraged this strategic  approach. In the two years following our consulting engagement, Florida Law 
experienced a 112% increase  in applications, a 4 point LSAT median increase, and a .19 GPA median 
increase. This is due to increasing scholarship offers, marketing the  school where  prospective  students 
actually  are (online via numerous new social media platforms), working together in cross-departmental 
collaborative initiatives to help break down prevalent  university  and school silos, utilizing low and no cost 
content  marketing systems, and developing a clear and responsive  branding message.  

Part  of the strategic  approach will involve the  staffing of the admissions office. The law school needs an 
Admissions Counselor to read applications and recruit so that Director Taggart  can implement  new  forms of 
marketing and messaging. The estimated salary  level for this position is $33,000 - $40,000, and it does not 
require prior admissions experience. A USD School of Law recent  graduate would be a possible candidate.  

Another part of this approach involves scholarships. There has been an arms race among almost all law 
schools  since the  early  2000’s to entice  applicants above both of their medians (uGPA and LSAT) with 
3/4th’s or full-ride scholarships. South Dakota has not been a participant  in this practice, which has greatly 
impacted its ability  to retain the  strongest  in-state, and recruit  very  strong out of state, applicants.  

5 Note  SCG is also helping with new  admissions initiatives and a report  on that  front will be  submitted in 
mid-November. 
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Nearly all law schools give merit-based scholarships or remission of tuition based on entering GPA and 
LSAT (the  only exceptions we  know of are Yale, Harvard, and Stanford), and the vast majority of law schools 
have increased the  amount of merit scholarship they  have awarded in the  last five years (per client  data and 
lawschoolnumbers.com). Via our research, the  typical public  law school offers approximately 3-7 times as 
much merit  based scholarship money as they  intend to spend; for example, if they  have $5 million allocated 
for scholarships they will likely  offer from $15 to 35 million, anticipating (or using algorithms based on past 
data)  that  they  will actually  distribute  around $10 to 30 million. 

South Dakota Law is no different in this regard – they  need to offer merit  scholarships to attract  competitive 
applicants in an increasingly competitive  arena. However, compared to its cohorts, South Dakota offers a 
relatively  low number of scholarships. 

  <½  Tuition  >½  Tuition 

U Montana  82  21 

U North Dakota  67  27 

U Toledo  92  89 

U South Dakota  70  5 

U Wyoming  95  88 

St. Thomas  99  238 

 

We propose funding for 30 full-tuition scholarships, which should be considered as 30 scholarships x $14,501 
(in-state  tuition)  x 3 years, amounting to $1,305,090. We also propose that  all out-of-state  admits be granted 
in-state  tuition, and that  this come  as an individual announcement to each admitted student  such that  it looks 
like a meritorious award. Several law schools already do this for merit purposes; see, e.g. University  of 
Wyoming, University  of Georgia, and Southern Illinois University, among many others. 

With the  increase  in quality matriculants, bar passage numbers will rise.  National trends show that  the 6

downturn of applications and quality applicants correlate  with lower bar passage  rates. Attracting higher 
caliber students with scholarships, a modernized curriculum, and new  admissions initiatives will stem this 
trend of South Dakota Law. An increasing pool of applicants floats many tides, including bar passage, 
employment, and in creating sustained momentum to market  the  school as “on the rise.”  

6 According to the  seminal bar passage study   conducted by  the  Law School Admissions Council, LSAT scores are highly 
predictive  of bar passage rates; thus higher bar passage  rates will almost  certainly  follow from the increase  in applicant 
quality. 
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http://amp.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/feb/6/uw-law-school-offers-in-state-tuition-waivers-to-s/
http://amp.washingtontimes.com/news/2017/feb/6/uw-law-school-offers-in-state-tuition-waivers-to-s/
http://www.law.uga.edu/tuition-expenses
http://www.law.siu.edu/infofor/cost-aid.html
http://www.unc.edu/edp/pdf/NLBPS.pdf
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While facilities are  not the  sine quo non of learning, or attracting qualified students, they  are a core and 
symbiotic  component for each. The law school needs a facility  upgrade, specifically  at least  one additional 
classroom space. We would rather the  law school add one classroom with cutting-edge  technology  and 
differentiation from its competitors than cosmetic  changes to the  entire  building, and research suggests that 
classrooms can facilitate  active  learning and excellent  teaching through utilizing well-studied, evidence-based 
theories of education, such as the  principles of ideal physical proximity and visibility between student  and 
instructor. Using a round shape and multiple aisles between seats, for instance, can create  an intimate learning 
experience  even in a large classroom where  the  professor can roam rather than remaining static, and can 
engage students directly  even in large courses. Using state-of-the-art  technology  such as wireless allows 
professors to move freely, and using 2+ interactive  screens can facilitate  a more dynamic teaching and 
learning experience.  7

 
Out-of-classroom learning spaces, such as sitting areas and courtyards, can also be  utilized to promote 
opportunities for students and faculty  to collaborate  and study in an informal setting. SCG would recommend 
the  addition of both an in class and out-of-classroom learning space.  

7 Source: Oregon State  University 
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Finally, we  propose that  the  critical component  of the “hybrid” model be the  opening of a clinic in Sioux 
Falls, with a leased classroom space  in the heart  of the city  where  banks, trust companies, healthcare, 
compliance  and regulatory agencies have  footprints.. This would constitute  a major modernization of the 
curriculum in a time where  that  is the single biggest marketing dimension law school are using to attract 
students, outside  of rank and scholarship. Initially, this should be available for a semester for 2nd and 3rd year 
students taught  by adjunct faculty  members in Sioux Falls who can also hire students in those  areas, and 
ideally who are alumni interested in potentially  giving to the school in multiple ways. One  of the oldest of 
these  off-site  clinics to be  modeled after is the  Washington University in St. Louis clinic in D.C. 
 
 
V.     The Task Force Vote 
 
The vote  was 9 to 4 to stay  in Vermillion, but to expand classes to Sioux Falls and add online options (the 
“Hybrid/Spivey Model”). No build out costs for Sioux Falls or physical improvements for Vermillion were 
included.  

The vote  was 12 to 0 in favor of $600,000 in total additional funding ($300,000 reallocation from BOR and 
$300,000 from a new state  appropriation) to support enhanced student  outreach, admissions outreach, and 
programming, and to broaden and modernize the  curriculum and fund the certificate  and other programming 
in Sioux Falls.  

The vote  was 13 to 0 in favor of securing funding for 15 full scholarships to improve the  diversity  and quality 
(LSAT and GPA) of the student  body. 

The vote  was 13 to 0 in favor of establishing an ongoing Law School Advisory Council. 

The vote  was 7 to 4 in favor of asking the Board of Regents for the authority  to offer resident  tuition rates to 
non-residents students using parameters to be  determined by  the  Law School Advisory Council.  

 

VI.     Conclusion 
 
SCG saw no evidence  to break apart the  university  and move the  law school to Sioux Falls. Indeed, our 
analysis saw evidence  that  this move would create  more potentially  deleterious conditions than positive 
outcomes. The  committee  vote  of 9 to 4 was in agreement  with this assessment. 
 
Few  challenges that  USD School of Law faces are  unique to the  school, but rather endemic  of a market that 
has been on a downward glide path for eight years now. Yet  some schools have thrived during this downturn 
and none of the challenges are  insurmountable. The law school needs to be  modernized and marketed as 
South Dakota’s Law School. The school needs to build a metaphysical fence  around the state  and recruit, 
admit, matriculate, and graduate  the  next  leaders of the  state. A new  building in a new location will not 
accomplish this. Rather, by  adding : 

1. Competitive  scholarships and in-state tuition for out-of-state  residents 
2. Modernizing the curriculum by opening a clinic across growing legal areas in Sioux Falls 
3. Enhancing the current  facility  space and upgrading aspects of the building 
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4. Marketing the  school with new  platforms and initiatives,  8

5. Adding a new admissions staff member  
 
the  school will improve the  inputs (quality  of incoming students), throughout (the  experience  of the students), 
and output (bar passage and job outcomes) of the USD Law graduates.  
 
 
VII.     Appendix 
 
Slides courtesy  of Dean Geu. 
 

 

 

8 SCG has been retained to provide  an admissions initiatives report  delivered to the  law school by Monday, November 
19th.  
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